
 
March 30, 2020 

 

Hello EPS student (Grade 1), 

 

Keeping your head in the game is very important - even when you are not physically in your 

school building.  We’ve created packets to provide you with opportunities to enhance the skills 

you’ve been working on the past several months.   

 

Some of the work and/or questions may seem easy while others may be a bit challenging.  It is 

important to complete the lessons to the best of your ability.  We included a wide variety of 

topics and activities to keep you engaged.   

 

You can work at your own pace.  We don’t expect you to complete everything in one day.  If 

you finish the packet, our best advice is to read for pleasure.    

 

When school begins again, simply bring these packets to your teachers for review.   

 

If you need anything or have questions about the school closing, your parents can call our 

administration building at (814) 874-6000. 

 

Be sure to take care of yourself.  Get plenty of rest, eat well, and make sure you are washing 

your hands with soap and water several times a day. 

 

 

We will see you all after the break.   

 

 

 

Mr. Polito, Superintendent 

 

Mrs. Habursky, Assistant Superintendent 
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See Position and ShapeSee Position and Shape

Children are introduced to position words and place objects in different 
positions. Introduce position words by pointing to different objects in the 
room and describing them as above, below, beside, in front of, behind, or next to 

another object. Ask children to use position words to describe the position of 
one child relative to another child. Then have children place an object in a 
position as described relative to Snargg.

 NameUse What You Know
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See Position and Shape
Use What You Know
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Children draw pictures positioned as described relative to the camper 
and act out position words. Have children draw pictures positioned relative 
to the camper as described. Say: Draw a star below the camper. Then they play 

Teacher Says, a variation of Simon Says, as a class to act out positions.  
Say: Teacher says, place your hand above your head. Occasionally omit the 
phrase Teacher says before the instruction.
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Explore Together

See Position and Shape

BUS
STOP
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 Name

Talk About It  What shapes do you see in the picture?Encourage children to describe shapes and the position of objects. Guide children to use 
words such as above, below, beside, in front of, behind, and next to. Have children ring (circle) an 
object next to the dog.
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See Position and Shape
Practice Together

©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted.Lesson 29 • Guided Practice

Talk About It  What are some other ways you can describe 
the objects in these pictures?

Guide children to identify objects that are below, beside, behind, or above. Have children 
circle the pictures where the leaf is below the can and the ball is behind the dog. Then have 
them circle the person beside the dog and the object above the bus.

BUS
STOP
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 See Position and Shape Name

Practice Together
 

Guided Practice • Lesson 29©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted.

Guide children to match the shapes with the same name. Have children draw lines to 
connect the objects with the same shape and then name the shape. Use real objects to help 
children recognize that orientation or size do not change the name used to describe the shape.

Talk About It  Work with a partner. How did you decide 
which objects match?

BUS
STOP

YIELD
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See Position and Shape

©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted.Lesson 29 • Independent Practice

Practice by Myself

Have children draw shapes and objects from verbal instructions. Have children draw: a 
cloud above the house, a flower in front of the house, a boy next to the house, a window beside 
the door, a circle above the door, a rock below the window, and a tree behind the dog.

Talk About It  Work with a partner. Are the locations of the 
objects in your drawings the same? How are they different?
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Name ShapesName Shapes
 NameUse What You Know
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Children differentiate solid shapes from flat shapes and informally 
describe shapes. Display a circle, square, triangle, rectangle, hexagon, cube, 
cone, cylinder, and sphere. For each shape, name the shape and have children 

repeat it. Then have children informally describe each shape, including if it is 
flat or solid. Then name a shape and have children point to that shape above 
and tell if it is solid or flat.
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Name Shapes
Use What You Know
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Children identify shapes as flat or solid and name the shapes. Have pairs 
of children sort flat shape and solid shape cards and then name each of the 

shapes. Children then use a flat hand or a fist to identify objects they are 
shown as flat or solid. 

Flat Shapes Solid Shapes
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Explore Together

Name Shapes
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 Name

Talk About It  What shapes are the easiest to find? Which 
shapes are the most difficult to find?

Encourage children to describe the two- and three-dimensional shapes in the picture 
including squares, rectangles, circles, triangles, hexagons, spheres, cubes, cones, and 
cylinders. Have children ring (circle) one example of each solid.
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Name Shapes
Practice Together

©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted.Lesson 30 • Guided Practice

Talk About It  How would you describe a square to 
someone?

Guide children to distinguish flat shapes from solid shapes, then identify the flat shapes. 
Have children X out solid shapes. Then have them ring (circle) the triangles purple, squares 
green, rectangles red, circles blue, and hexagons yellow.
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 Name Shapes Name

Practice Together
 

Guided Practice • Lesson 30©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted.

Guide children to distinguish flat shapes from solid shapes, then identify the solid 
shapes. Have children X out flat shapes. Then have them ring (circle) the cubes purple, cones 
red, spheres green, and cylinders blue.

Talk About It  What shape makes the top of a cube?
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Name Shapes

©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted.

Practice by Myself

Lesson 30 • Independent Practice

Have children color the shapes in the picture using the colors at the top of the page. 
Remind children to look for different kinds of rectangles and triangles.

Talk About It  How many of each shape did you find?
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Compare ShapesCompare Shapes

Children play a game to identify features that shapes have in common. 
Give each child a flat or solid shape. Hold up a cube. Describe a feature of the 
cube and have children raise their hand if their shape has that feature. 

Choose a child to identify the attribute on his or her shape. Then that child 
describes a different attribute. Repeat with other children. Then have children 
sort a cube, cylinder, circle, and square based on attributes you describe.

 NameUse What You Know
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Compare Shapes
Use What You Know
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Children draw shapes with given attributes. Describe an attribute such as:  
The shape is flat. Have children hold up a shape that has that attribute. Then 
children discuss if more than one shape fits the description. Say: The shape has 

no straight sides. Have children draw a shape that fits this description on the left 
workmat. Say: The shape has at least 3 sides. Have children draw a shape that fits 
that description in the right workmat. 
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Explore Together

Compare Shapes

195

 Name

Talk About It  What objects can you see in your classroom 
that have a shape like the shape of the paint cans?

Encourage children to look for shapes that are alike in some way, and to describe how 
they are alike. Encourage children to talk about curves, corners, or the number or length of 
sides. Have children ring (circle) all the solid shapes that could roll on their own down a hill.
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Compare Shapes
Practice Together

©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted.Lesson 31 • Guided Practice

Talk About It  Which shapes on the page are different 
from all the others? Describe how they are different.

Guide children to ring (circle) the two shapes that are most alike. Have children focus their 
attention on the number of sides, the types of corners, or sides that are the same length. Guide 
children to describe both what is alike and what is different.
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 Compare Shapes Name

Practice Together
 

Guided Practice • Lesson 31©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted.

Guide children to ring (circle) the two shapes that are most alike. Have children focus 
their attention on whether the shapes are flat or solid, and what kind of solid. Guide children 
to describe both what is alike and what is different.

Talk About It  For each group, describe how the shape you 
did not ring is different from the other two shapes.
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Compare Shapes

©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted.

Practice by Myself

Lesson 31 • Independent Practice

Have children analyze the flat shapes and solids and look for those with the given 
characteristic. On the left, have children ring (circle) figures with four sides. On the right, have 
children ring (circle) solids with a square face.

Talk About It  How did you decide which shapes to ring?

4 sides face
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